	
  

Hushed Forest
By Andrey Mamaev

Exhibition Duration: 5 November 2015 – 23 January 2015
Opening Night: 5 November 2015 Thursday, 6pm to 8pm

In celebration of the 2nd year of the Russian Art and Cultural Festival in
Hong Kong and Macau and the Hong Kong Art Gallery Week 2015, Erarta
Galleries Hong Kong is proud to present Hushed Forest, featuring a series
of wondrous detailed works of the nature by the talented landscape
painter from St. Petersburg, Andrey Mamaev.
Mamaev’s paintings, with a touch of romantic understanding of light and dedication to
the natural world, bring audiences back to the mysterious Hushed Forest. His paintings
fluidly carry light through each composition, guiding the viewer’s eyes through each
piece and trail the bark, branches, and blades of grass of each landscape. His works are
almost meditative in their sense of tranquility. Each stroke retains a graceful movement
that has distinct function in the composition. Each work is built up through soft layers
and
layers
of
browns,
lavenders,
blues
and
ochres.
Mamaev’s works reflect the important influence of the Russian academic tradition,
like a twist on photographic realism through landscape. Standing from far, the
paintings catch the eye like photographic portraits of forests and small cabins
enveloped in snow. The artist traveled a lot in search of subjects for his works in
different regions in Russia and other countries. He first paints the impression he got
from the scenic, then work carefully on the details to produce a detailed piece of
landscape, capturing the nature at its fullest.
Andrey Mamaev was born on February 26th, 1965 in Leningrad (now St.
Petersburg), Russia. He graduated from the Leningrad Art School where he had
his first show in 1986. Mamaev then studied at the Sukhumi Art School in
Georgia. In 2002-03, he gave lectures on the composition theory in the Vibrog
Animation School in Denmark. Mamaev’s work has been exhibited and widely
collected in America, Australia, China, Latvia Finland, Denmark, England and
Russia. He now works and lives in St. Petersburg.
Image Credit: Andrey Mamaev, Rest in the Shade, oil on canvas, 60 x 90 cm, 2014 (Top)
Andrey Mamaev, Midnight, Oil on Canvas 100x80cm, 2014 (Bottom)

Notes for editors
Erarta Museum and Galleries of Contemporary Art is the largest private museum of contemporary art in Russia with over 170
artists from over 30 regions of Russia. The museum’s subsidiary galleries are dedicated to the sale and promotion of
contemporary art from their locations in St. Petersburg, London and Hong Kong.
Contact
For further information, images or sales enquiries, please contact us at +852 2685 5199 or email us at
hongkong@erartagalleries.com
Address: 159 Hollywood Road, Central, Hong Kong
Opening Hours: Tuesday – Saturday 11:00- 19:00, Monday by appointment.

